Wiki-worthy: collective judgment of candidate notability
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The use of socio-technical data to predict elections is a growing research area. We argue that election prediction research suffers from under-specified theoretical models that do not properly distinguish between ‘poll-like’ and ‘prediction market-like’ mechanisms understand findings. More specifically, we argue that, in systems with strong norms and reputational feedback mechanisms, individuals have market-like incentives to bias content creation toward candidates they expect will win. We provide evidence for the merits of this approach using the creation of Wikipedia pages for candidates in the 2010 US and UK national legislative elections. We find that Wikipedia editors are more likely to create Wikipedia pages for challengers who have a better chance of defeating their incumbent opponent and that the timing of these page creations coincides with periods when collective expectations for the candidate’s success are relatively high.
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Social media and other socio-technical systems provide researchers with unique opportunities to observe collective activity (Lazer et al., 2009). One area of growing interest is the assessment of collective political opinion and the prediction of election outcomes. Thus far, however, election predictions based on socio-technical aggregates have had inconsistent success. Early work suggested that the volume of Twitter messages mentioning a party reflected both its popularity and its success in upcoming elections (Tumasjan, Sprenger, Sander, & Welpe, 2010); however, this work was subsequently criticized for biases in the population and temporal samples employed (Jungherr, Jurgens, & Schoen, 2012). An analysis of Google search data also showed only a weak correspondence between search volume and election outcomes (Gayo-Avello, Metaxas, & Mustafa, 2011). In the 2008 US presidential race, sentiment in Twitter streams was closely correlated with public opinion surveys of consumer confidence and political opinion, but did not track pre-electoral polls (O’Connor, Balasubramanyan, Routledge, & Smith, 2010). Nonetheless, DiGrazia, McKelvey, Bollen, and Rojas (2013) found that candidate mentions on Twitter were predictors of election outcomes in US elections. In a follow-up paper, McKelvey, DiGrazia, and Rojas (2014) show that a primary predictor of electoral success is ‘buzz’ among non-political elites, that is, the
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extent to which a candidate draws chatter from the public. Unankard, Li, Sharaf, Zhong, and Li (2014) also show that elections can be predicted from sentiment using ‘sub-event’ analysis.

We argue that these conflicting findings are partly the result of an underspecified theoretical model that explains why data from socio-technical systems should reflect prospective election outcomes. The absence of an explicit theoretical explanation makes it difficult to identify the boundary conditions and adjustments required to generalize findings from one dataset to another. When predicting elections from socio-technical system behavior, researchers should differentiate between two distinct theoretical models: polls, in which individual behavior is viewed as a representation of that individual’s personal attitudes regarding a topic; and prediction markets, in which an individual’s behavior is viewed as a representation of their expectations about the collective attitudes of others (Arrow et al., 2008; Sunstein, 2006). We do not suggest distinguishing these models because we expect one to be superior. There may be cases where both mechanisms operate independently and others in which one may be dominant. By distinguishing them, however, researchers can anticipate the influence of each within a particular dataset and calibrate their methods and interpretations accordingly.

To highlight the importance of prediction market-like behavior in a socio-technical system, we show the correlation between election outcomes and a socio-technical behavior that is regulated to restrict the influence of poll-like mechanisms: the creation of articles for political candidates on Wikipedia. Drawing on the Wikipedia history for major party challengers running against incumbents in the 2010 US and UK legislative elections, we show that while the majority of challengers do not have Wikipedia pages during the campaign, contributors are more likely to create pages during the campaign for challengers who eventually win. We then provide evidence that both the act and timing of page creation are associated with a candidate’s expected prospects for victory. We suggest that these results reflect prediction market-like behavior in which individuals weigh the cost and benefit of contributing based on their assessment of the likely outcome of a future event.

Though our results provide evidence that contributions to Wikipedia are motivated by expectations for electoral success, these expectations appear to be largely based on information already available in the political information environment. Specifically, we find that Wikipedia article creation contributes minimally to improvements in prediction accuracy over a baseline fundamentals model, with these contributions confined to a small number of ‘competitive’ elections. Thus, rather than presenting a new prediction algorithm, this paper contributes to the basic science of articulating a theoretical relationship between election outcomes and socio-technical behavior with the goal of encouraging the development of more sophisticated, theoretically based models.

Models of election prediction

Importance of models

Theoretical models specify a causal path between variables for which there is an observed association (Morgan & Winship, 2007). These paths help to identify the boundary conditions under which the association should be expected to generalize. For example, in predicting disease incidence, if Google searches for ‘flu’ correlate with the number of cases of flu because most searches are performed by people who have symptoms, it follows that if the mix of reasons for ‘flu’ searches changes, this method will become less reliable (Lazer, Kennedy, King, & Vespignani, 2014).

Election predictions from socio-technical systems rarely make their theoretical models explicit. Most predictive models measure sentiment and stated intentions of large numbers of individuals, implying that their underlying model is that of a political survey. Unfortunately, proper
surveys require representative sampling and/or adjustments to produce reliable estimates of public opinion (Hayes, 2005), and representative sampling is difficult to achieve with most socio-technical data because participation in most systems is both non-random and self-selected (Heckman, 1979; Lin, Margolin, Keegan, & Lazer, 2013). Perhaps for this reason, election prediction studies do not explicitly claim that they are approximating polling methodology.

Furthermore, claims to approximate polls are often unnecessary for making successful predictions. Political scientists have been successful at predicting elections using fundamentals models, in which economic or other structural indicators of a voting population’s general satisfaction or mood are used to predict the success of incumbent political candidates (Nannestad & Paldam, 1994). Socio-technical aggregates, such as ‘buzz’ on social media (McKelvey et al., 2014), may similarly reflect a property of the body politic that is distinct from individuals’ sentiments about specific candidates but nonetheless correlated with election outcomes.

**Prediction markets**

An alternative theoretical model is the prediction market (Sunstein, 2006). Whereas polls work by aggregating a representative sample of individuals’ personal attitudes, prediction markets work by aggregating individuals’ estimates about the attitudes of the public as a whole (Sunstein, 2006). In essence, where polls ask ‘what do you think about this candidate?’, prediction markets ask ‘what do you think the majority of other people think about this candidate?’

In general, the success of prediction markets for predicting election outcomes is comparable to that of polls (Berg, Nelson, Rietz, 2007; Rothschild, 2009). The two methods have distinct boundary conditions, however. Prediction markets do not rely on representative sampling. Rather, the key conditions for prediction markets are that: (1) individuals have access to some information about others’ attitudes; and (2) a mechanism is in place to pressure those with poorer information to participate less actively than those with superior information. In ideal prediction markets, this mechanism is the financial risk taken when betting on an election outcome. Financial incentives are not required, however. So long as those with better information about the election outcome are rewarded for voicing their prediction and those with poorer information are discouraged from doing so, the system as a whole will solicit relatively accurate predictions (Sunstein, 2006).

This condition can be met, to varying degrees, in socio-technical systems. Within social media, for example, individuals are often sensitive to the demands of their audience (Marwick & boyd, 2011). In particular, some topics are only legitimate subjects of conversation in some circles or sub-communities (Cattani, Ferrani, & Allison, 2014). Reputational risk can then play the role that financial risk plays in classic prediction markets, as those who deviate from the prescribed set of topics may lose reputation within or attention from the community. It thus behooves participants to consult knowledge of a topic’s status within the audience as a whole before taking a risk to venture a claim about it.

The outcome of an upcoming election is likely to play a role in topic selection because likely winners are more relevant to the audience. A topic has high information utility when it ‘can aid individuals in making future decisions, in political contexts and beyond’ (Knobloch-Westerick & Kleinman, 2011, p. 171). Information about candidates likely to win an election has higher utility than information about candidates whose prospects are effectively moot. These candidates can be described as having political relevance because they have or are expected to gain power (Schweitzer, 2012).

Political relevance and information utility guide the attention of both audiences and traditional media. Incumbent politicians obtain more media coverage than challengers (Hopmann, de Vreese, & Albaek, 2011; Tresch, 2008), while candidates who are more likely to win their election receive increased scrutiny in the form of tougher questions from
interviewers (Gnisci, Van Dalen, & Di Conza, 2014). In response to learning that a candidate is increasing in public support, individuals construct more thorough evaluations of candidates and build arguments to support their opinion of the candidate (Mutz, 1997).

Information about the likely outcomes of elections is also generally easily accessible due to the media’s tendency to provide ‘horse-race’ coverage (Mutz, 1995). In fact, prediction market participants tend to rely on published polls for their information and thus market predictions tend to lag polls (Jackman, 2015). Thus, when there are strong incentives to behave and speak in a relevant way, many participants in socio-technical systems should be able to discriminate between relevant and moot candidates, while those who cannot are encouraged to keep quiet.

Normative pressures and the selection of discourse on Wikipedia

Wikipedia as fact collector

Like its contemporary innovations in communication technology, Wikipedia is an open access platform in which anyone may contribute (Anthony, Smith, & Williamson, 2009). However, unlike other socio-technical systems such as Twitter or Facebook, Wikipedia has an explicit purpose: the accumulation of verifiable facts from reliable sources presented in a neutral point of view (Wikipedia, 2014a, 2014b). Every Wikipedia article is thus assembled according to the same set of general rules with the same basic purpose.

Publication on Wikipedia is governed by a strict gate-keeping process (Barzilai-Nahon, 2008). Contributors may gather and provide information from a wide variety of sources, but any contribution that does not meet Wikipedia’s standards is likely to be edited and removed. Authors who continually violate Wikipedia’s norms can have their reputation damaged and, eventually, be locked out of making further contributions to the site. Thus, when Wikipedians contribute to an article, they take a modest but real reputational risk.

The strict enforcement of these norms has led Wikipedia to demonstrate a surprising level of timeliness in updating information in response to current and breaking news events (Keegan, 2013) as well to its becoming a site of active editing of information about political candidates and elections (Brown, 2011; Neff et al., 2013). The site is also commonly used by journalists in compiling their own coverage (Messner & South, 2011). All of this is achieved without a central editor or specific strategy (beyond fact accumulation). Rather, the site is successful because the norms are largely effective, enforced, and followed (Reagle, 2010).

What is wiki-worthy? Rules for article creation on Wikipedia

The first regulatory norm imposed by Wikipedia is the insistence that all information in Wikipedia be verifiable. All contributions to Wikipedia should carry a citation to a credible, external source that corroborates the claim’s content. This rule discourages frivolous contributions that can overwhelm the system of collective evaluation (Margolin & Monge, 2013). Content contributors must provide research to minimize the effort that other editors must invest to test their assertions.

Wikipedia also imposes an additional burden called the notability standard. This standard governs which topics may have a stand-alone article. Notability limits the collective burden of evaluating verifiable but potentially irrelevant information:

Wikipedia’s concept of notability applies this basic standard to avoid indiscriminate inclusion of topics. Article and list topics must be notable, or ‘worthy of notice’. Determining notability does not necessarily depend on things such as fame, importance, or popularity – although those may enhance the acceptability of a subject that meets the [subject specific] guidelines. (Wikipedia, 2014c)
These two norms – verifiability and notability – put reputational pressure on contributors. Specifically, when a contributor creates a Wikipedia page for a topic, such as a political candidate, they do so with the expectation that others will share their judgment that the topic is notable. This expectation then justifies the contributor’s research efforts to make the claims verifiable. When a candidate’s notability is questionable, it is not worth finding verifiable information about them because it is very likely that the article will be taken down, anyway. Thus, in a coarse manner, Wikipedia’s rules create a ‘market’ in which reputational risks encourage individuals to ‘bet’ their research efforts only when they expect that other editors in the community will accept the candidate’s notability.

Notability, article creation, and election outcomes

The Wikipedia notability criterion is applied differently for different subject matter. For politicians, those who hold national or regional office are automatically considered notable. By contrast, mere candidates for such offices, as well as holders of local office only, are not (Wikipedia, 2014d). Rather, to become notable, these candidates must be judged as ‘famous’, ‘important’ or ‘popular’ by the community.

Consistent with these rules, the majority of challenger candidates in national elections do not have their own Wikipedia pages prior to the election. Out of 349 challengers from the two major parties in the 2010 US races for the House of Representatives, 194 had never had a Wikipedia article before or as of the day of the election. Nonetheless, at least 54 major party challengers had articles created about them during the 12 months prior to the election. This variation reflects the collective judgment of Wikipedians about each candidate’s notability based on the political information environment (Mutz, 1995; Schweitzer, 2012).

Do a candidate’s prospects for electoral success play a role in the assessment of notability? According to Wikipedia policy, they should not. The guidelines state ‘notability is not temporary’, and therefore a candidate’s notability should not be contingent on their future success (Wikipedia, 2014c). Nonetheless, the fact that ‘fame, importance, or popularity … may enhance the acceptability of a subject [as notable]’ suggests that there may be a correlation between notability and a candidate’s prospects (Wikipedia, 2014c). Some Wikipedians may also be aware of cases where, based on fundamental factors such as a party’s history of success in a district, a candidate is likely to prevail. Creating an article for such a candidate would both serve the public’s need for information in the short term and be likely to pass the notability standard in the longer term when the candidate takes office. By contrast, campaigns that have little chance of success will neither appear notable in the short term nor pass the notability standard over time.

Testing for the prediction market mechanism

These arguments suggest two related propositions: (1) that there will be an association between the creation of Wikipedia articles and electoral outcomes; and (2) that this association will be at least partly attributable to prediction market-like mechanisms in which individuals’ behavior is motivated by expectations of election outcomes. First, to test for this association, we describe candidates who have articles created for them during a campaign as being ‘wiki-worthy’ and formalize our first hypothesis as follows:

H1: Wiki-worthiness will be associated with electoral success (candidates that have Wikipedia articles created about them during an election campaign are more likely to win elections).

Next, we attempt to isolate the role of expectations in producing this association. There are a number of plausible alternative explanations for an association between wiki-worthiness and
electoral success. First, the causal order may be the opposite of that specified by our model. That is, rather than articles being created because Wikipedians observe that a candidate has a substantial probability of success, the creation of the article during the campaign may itself significantly increase this probability. Another possibility is that the relationship between wiki-worthiness and electoral success is due to some third factor that both increases verifiability or notability and is associated with candidate success. In particular, both attention from national news media and money spent by the campaign should each lead to more information being available about a candidate, increasing verifiability. These factors are also likely to be associated with success (DiGrazi et al., 2013; Erikson & Palfrey, 1998; Grossman & Helpman, 2001). Similarly, whether a candidate has held local office prior to the election may be associated with notability and also with success (Jacobsen, 1989). If expectations for election outcomes are at least partly responsible for the association between wiki-worthiness and candidate success, the relationship should remain significant when controlling for these factors:

H2: Controlling for endogeneity and alternative (non-expectations based) causes, wiki-worthiness will be associated with electoral success.

Another way to address the role of expectations in the process of article creation is to examine when articles are created. The expectations for a candidate’s success can vary over the course of the campaign year. When new information, such as new polls or the development of a scandal or controversy, emerges, the projected outcome of an election may be adjusted (Campbell, 2012). If expectations are one of the mechanisms behind article creation, then:

H3: During the campaign year, a Wikipedia article will be more likely to be created for a candidate when expectations for the candidate’s success are higher.

The primary aim of our analysis is to explain the mechanism that leads to the association between Wikipedia article creation and electoral success. Nonetheless, to the extent to which there is a consistent relationship between Wikipedia article creation and electoral success, this raises the question of whether including article creation as a variable in prediction models can improve model performance over baseline models. We thus ask:

RQ1: Controlling for other factors, are candidates deemed wiki-worthy more likely to win elections?

Method

Data and measures

Candidate selection

Data for the study were drawn from the 2010 US Congressional elections and the 2010 UK parliamentary elections. We restrict the analysis to candidates from ‘major’ national parties: Democratic and Republican parties in the United States; Liberal Democrats, Conservative, and Labour parties in the United Kingdom. This limits the chances that observed effects are due to a bias against particular small parties. We also restrict our main analysis to ‘challenger’ candidates. We define a major party ‘challenger’ as a candidate who is running on behalf of a major party for a seat that is currently occupied by an incumbent individual who is running (again) for that seat (N=349 in United States; N=952 in United Kingdom). We focus on these candidates because their opponent’s Wikipedia status is the same across all cases since all incumbents
possess articles prior to the campaign. Special elections that did not occur on Election Day (2 November 2010) in the United States were not included.

**Election variables**

The data for the US House races were drawn from the Federal Elections Commission report of election results (FEC, 2010) and include the name, party, incumbency status, and number of votes received for all registered candidates in each race for the House of Representatives in the 112th Congress. The same variables are obtained for the UK parliamentary races from the Guardian’s report of election results (UK election results, 2013).

*Vote-share*. The percentage of the total votes in a race that a candidate received.

*Winner*. Whether the candidate received the greatest share of votes in their respective race.

*Prior party vote-share*. The vote-share received by the candidate who ran for the same seat from the challenger’s party in the prior election cycle for that district.

**Wikipedia variables**

Wikipedia makes data available about its content and users publicly available through the MediaWiki API as well as other public data. Every version of an existing Wikipedia article since 2002 (i.e. those that have not been deleted) is archived along with meta-data including the date and time of any edit to the article. For each candidate with a currently existing (i.e. not deleted) Wikipedia article, the article creation date was used to assign the following dummy codes to each challenger:

*Long-standing page*. Article was created more than 365 days before the election.

*Page created during campaign*. Article was created less than 365 days before the election. This measure excludes deleted pages, for which creation dates are not available.

*Page created during campaign robust*. The same as page created during campaign with the addition of all deleted pages (i.e. assuming that they were all created during this time period).

*Page created month*. The month (from 1 to 12) prior to the election that a page received during the campaign was created (e.g. a page created in December, 2009 = month 2).

*Page-views*. The cumulative number of requests for viewing or editing that a candidate’s article received via the Wikipedia website over the last 4 months of the campaign, reflecting the number of times an article is requested for reading by unregistered editors.

**Campaign variables**

*Mentions in news media*. To estimate the quantity of verifiable material available to Wikipedia contributors, we count the number of times each candidate is mentioned in the top 25 newspapers by national circulation over the last 4 months of the campaign. These data were collected through the Daylife query APIs. Articles were considered to mention a candidate if the string ‘[first name]<space>[last name]’ was printed in the article along with a reference to the office they were seeking ‘[House] or [Rep.]’ or their political party. This high recall method should minimize underestimation of a candidate’s verifiability, thus creating a more rigorous challenge for our hypotheses. The mention counts represent the total number of articles in which the candidate’s name appeared in these sources within the specified time range.

*Campaign expenditure*. The total amount of money spent by each candidate’s campaign is drawn from the FEC report field TTL_DISB and divided by 1000 for ease of interpretation. Data on the timing of this spending were not available.
Local office holder. Whether the candidate has ever held a local elected political office (Jacobson, 1989). These data, provided courtesy of David Rohde, were only available for the US candidates.

Party. In US mid-term elections, the performance of candidates from the President’s party is often correlated with the president’s approval rating (Campbell, 2012). We thus mark each US challenger with a dummy code indicating whether they are in the President’s party (Democrat = 1) or the other party (Republican = 0).

Recent Cook expectations. The Cook Report4 publishes expected outcomes for US Congressional races on a weekly basis. Cook creates these expectations based on a complex integration of information available in the political information environment and is known as a reliable representation of expert opinion on likely race outcomes (Campbell, 2012).

The Cook Report categorizes each race into one of eight ordinal categories: Solid Democratic, Likely Democratic, Lean Democratic, Democratic Toss Up, Republican Toss Up, Lean Republican, Likely Republican, and Solid Republican. These scores were transformed to reflect the prospects of success for the challenging candidate, ranging from ‘Solid Incumbent’ (scored as 1) to ‘Solid Challenger’ (scored as 8). For the periods observed no challenger ever received a greater than ‘Toss Up Challenger’ (scored as 5) rating. The last report issued in each month was used to assess each candidate’s prospects for success at the beginning of the next month.

Model specification
To test Hypothesis 2, we run logistic regressions predicting both article creation and election outcomes. In addition to the control variables likely to be associated with Wikipedia’s standards, we include two other control variables that are likely to be associated with electoral success: prior vote-share and the challenger’s party, as a check of robustness to insure that the observed relationship is not the artifact of some other, less well understood mechanism. To test Hypothesis 3, we employ the Cook Report assessment as an operationalization of expectations in a hazard model for the timing of article creation.

To address RQ1, we include all controls used in the logistic regressions as each is generally a leading indicator of electoral success. To evaluate our prediction models, we use 200 iterations where a random 80% of cases are drawn for training and the remaining 20% are used for testing. We then compare models relying on control variables to those relying on control variables with wiki-worthiness included as a predictor.

Victory in an election is the result of an interdependent, multi-level process that involves all of the candidates in a race. In each of our US elections, there is only one major party challenger in each district, minimizing inter-dependency between cases. In the UK, however, there are three major parties. Thus, each challenger is competing against both an incumbent and, in many cases, another challenger who is in our data. We thus perform our UK analyses for each party separately as well as report results for all parties together. All analyses were performed using R-3.0.1 (R Core Team, 2013). Tables were produced using the stargazer package (Hlavac, 2014).

Results
Our arguments focus on challengers to incumbents who did not have ‘long-standing articles.’ Nonetheless, for the sake of completeness, we briefly provide information about candidates with long-standing articles as well as candidates who are running in open seat elections.
Candidates with long-standing articles achieved notability prior to the campaign. This preexisting notability may reflect the candidate’s relevance and may correlate with their success, but the creation of the article was not likely due to an expectation of this success. There were 71 of these candidates in the 2010 US election, with 26 (37%) of them eventually winning. By contrast, of the remaining 278 challengers who did not have an article at least one year before the election, only 30 (11%) were eventually victorious, a significant difference ($\chi^2 = 28.0$, df = 1, $p < .001$). Similarly, in the UK, there were 49 candidates with long-standing articles, with 24 (49%) winning their races. By contrast, only 49 (5%) of the 903 candidates without long-standing articles were victorious ($\chi^2 = 109.8$, df = 1, $p < .001$).

Open seat races are those in which there is no incumbent candidate. These races thus contain multiple candidates who may prove wiki-worthy during the campaign. In the United States, in 2010, there were 67 candidates who ran for open seats that did not have a Wikipedia article prior to the campaign year. Among these 67 candidates, 29 received Wikipedia articles during the campaign, 20 (69%) of whom were victorious. By contrast, only 5 (13%) of the 38 who did not receive articles won their race ($\chi^2 = 19.58$, df = 1, $p < .001$). In the United Kingdom, in 2010, there were 427 candidates who ran for open seats that did not have a Wikipedia article prior to the campaign year. Within these 427 candidates, 18 received Wikipedia articles during the campaign, 16 (89%) of whom were victorious. By contrast, only 103 (25%) of the 409 who did not receive articles won their race ($\chi^2 = 34.81$, df = 1, $p < .001$).

To be conservative in our analysis, we also include the 30 candidates about whom pages have been deleted. By assuming that these pages were created during the campaign year, our analysis treats these overwhelmingly losing candidates as wiki-worthy, contrary to our theorized effect. Nonetheless, the new proportions (25 out of 84 wiki-worthy compared with only 5 out of the 194 with no page) constitute a significant difference ($\chi^2 = 45.0$, df = 1, $p < .001$).

Results for the UK elections are murkier. For articles that could be confirmed to be created during the campaign year, 3 out of 8 candidates (38%) were victorious, compared with only 46 out of 822 candidates (6%) who had no article created during this time (and had no pre-existing article) ($\chi^2 = 14.52$, df = 1, $p < .001$). However, this result was no longer statistically significant when the 73 deleted articles – all of which belonged to losers – were included. If we assume all 73 of these articles were created during the campaign year, candidates about whom articles were created have a lower chance of winning (4% vs. 6%) though the difference is not statistically significant ($\chi^2 = 0.514$, df = 1, $p = .47$). Analysis of the results by party showed that the effect only held for the Conservative party, as neither the Labour party (zero articles created during the campaign year for 196 candidates) nor the Liberal Democrats (two articles created for 379 candidates) had meaningful data. Thus, there is some support for Hypothesis 1 in the UK data, but it is much weaker and relies on very small samples.

**Hypothesis 1**

To test Hypothesis 1, we examined challengers (to incumbents) who lacked Wikipedia articles one year before the election. In the United States, 54 candidates out of these 278 candidates became ‘wiki-worthy’, that is, it could be confirmed that an article was created about them during the year of the campaign. Of these, 24 (44%) were victorious, compared with only 5 out of the 194 remaining candidates (3%), a significant difference ($\chi^2 = 71.7$, df = 1, $p < .001$).

To be conservative in our analysis, we also include the 30 candidates about whom pages have been deleted. By assuming that these pages were created during the campaign, our analysis treats these overwhelmingly losing candidates as wiki-worthy, contrary to our theorized effect. Nonetheless, the new proportions (25 out of 84 wiki-worthy compared with only 5 out of the 194 with no page) constitute a significant difference ($\chi^2 = 45.0$, df = 1, $p < .001$).

Results for the UK elections are murkier. For articles that could be confirmed to be created during the campaign year, 3 out of 8 candidates (38%) were victorious, compared with only 46 out of 822 candidates (6%) who had no article created during this time (and had no pre-existing article) ($\chi^2 = 14.52$, df = 1, $p < .001$). However, this result was no longer statistically significant when the 73 deleted articles – all of which belonged to losers – were included. If we assume all 73 of these articles were created during the campaign year, candidates about whom articles were created have a lower chance of winning (4% vs. 6%) though the difference is not statistically significant ($\chi^2 = 0.514$, df = 1, $p = .47$). Analysis of the results by party showed that the effect only held for the Conservative party, as neither the Labour party (zero articles created during the campaign year for 196 candidates) nor the Liberal Democrats (two articles created for 379 candidates) had meaningful data. Thus, there is some support for Hypothesis 1 in the UK data, but it is much weaker and relies on very small samples.
Hypothesis 2

Endogeneity

Because Wikipedia articles can disseminate information about a candidate, candidates with articles may have a better chance of winning because of the article itself. Wiki-worthy candidates thus may be more successful irrespective of whether the article’s creation reflects an expectation of their success. To test for this explanation, we examine whether there is a relationship between the attention received by candidate’s Wikipedia article and their success. Candidate success, measured by both eventual victory and eventual vote-share, was regressed on the number of page-views for each candidate’s article beginning 120 days prior to the date of the election for which such data could be obtained (using only candidates with pages that existed 120 days prior to the election, including those created a year or more before) (N = 98 in US, N = 49 in UK). Total page-views are neither positive nor significant predictors of either candidate victory or eventual vote-share, and the R-squared in each regression is less than 1%, suggesting that the article’s presence is not responsible for the association between its existence and the candidate’s success.

Common causes

For Hypothesis 2 to be supported, the relationship between wiki-worthiness (article creation) and success must also hold after controlling for three factors: news media coverage, campaign spending, and whether the candidate held local office. We ran two sets of logistic regressions, one in which the outcome variable was the election success (winner) and one in which the outcome variable was wiki-worthiness (page created campaign year). As expected, when examined on their own, each of our potential common causes shows a significant relationship to both electoral success and wiki-worthiness. However, including these factors does not eliminate the statistical relationship between wiki-worthiness and electoral success. Table 1(a) shows the results for all election outcomes (including those where candidates had long-standing pages). As can be seen in column 4, when controlling for these common causes, wiki-worthy candidates are more likely to win elections. The relationship also holds when additional predictive information (President’s party, prior party vote-share) is included. Results, shown in Table 1(b), were similar when predicting article creation (excluding those with long-standing pages). These results, together with the test for endogeneity, support Hypothesis 2.

Hypothesis 3

Hypothesis 3 predicted that during the campaign year, a Wikipedia article will be more likely to be created for a candidate when expectations for the candidate’s success are higher.

We test for this association using a hazard model of the likelihood of an article being created in a given month. We include the same predictors as in our full model and then add the Cook Report expectations for the race prior to that month. Table 2 shows these results. In the first column, the significant parameters from the logistic regression model are included only. The second column shows the results when the time varying covariate ‘Recent Cook expectations’ is included. As before, local office holding (p < .05) remains a significant predictor of an article being created, while campaign spending remains very close to significance (p = .053). A candidate’s eventual victory, however, is no longer significant (p = .23). At the same time, the expectations for the candidate immediately prior to that month are a significant indicator of an article being created in the subsequent month. Models using a candidate’s eventual vote-share rather than the dichotomous winner variable provided substantively the same result.
Table 1. (a) Electoral success and (b) article creation during campaign year.

### (a) Electoral success

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dependent variable: Odds of candidate victory</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mentions in news media</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Campaign expenditure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Local office holder</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>President’s party</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prior party vote-share</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Long-standing page</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Page created campaign</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Constant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Observations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Log likelihood</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Akaike crit.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### (b) Article creation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dependent variable: Odds that page is created for candidate during campaign</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mentions in news media</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Campaign expenditure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Local office holder</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>President’s party</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prior party vote-share</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Winner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Constant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Observations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Log likelihood</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Akaike crit.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*p < .05.

**p < .01.

***p < .001.
recent expectations, as measured by the Cook Report, are a significant predictor of article creation, supporting Hypothesis 3.

**Research question 1**

Research question 1 asks whether Wikipedia article creation is a useful predictor of upcoming electoral success over and above typical predictors. Improving performance for these elections is difficult because most challenges to incumbents in US Congressional elections are ‘uncompetitive’, making the result largely known in advance (Campbell, 2012). In our data, one year prior to the election, the Cook Report identified 270 out of our 349 races as cases as ‘Solid Incumbent’. Of these 270, 260 (96%) were won by the incumbent. Of the remaining 79 races, which we will call ‘competitive’, 43 (58%) were won by the challenger. Thus, the bulk of our cases can be accurately predicted without the aid of any control variables simply by picking the incumbent. Thus, to assess the predictive value of Wikipedia article creation, we compared models both for all races and for competitive races only.

Table 3 shows the results of these predictions. The models are compared for mean differences in overall accuracy, true positive rate (the portion of true winners accurately detected by the model), and the true negative rate (the portion of true losers accurately detected by the model). Results show that when predicting all races Wikipedia page creation information does not significantly improve baseline models. For competitive races, Wikipedia page creation information adds
a modest though significant improvement. Accuracy for competitive races is 2% better when wiki-worthiness is included. In particular, while the baseline models of competitive races appear to favor guessing that challengers will win, correctly identifying 94% of winners but only 57% of losers, models that include wiki-worthiness are less sanguine about the prospects of challengers who do not receive articles, correctly identifying slightly fewer winners (90%), but gaining in identifying losers (71%).

Discussion

Review of findings

Our results show a consistent relationship between a candidate’s notability within Wikipedia and expectations for their success in an upcoming election. In both the United States and the United Kingdom, candidates for whom stand-alone Wikipedia pages were created were more likely to win their elections. Further analysis on US data revealed that this effect at least partially reflects expectations of a candidate’s victory.

The official description of Wikipedia’s verifiability and notability standards does not state that candidates that are expected to win an upcoming election meet these standards. Rather, the correlation between wiki-worthiness and electoral success appears to be a matter of how Wikipedia’s contributors interpret the standards. Specifically, Wikipedians seem to feel that a candidate with better prospects for success is more ‘notable’, that is, relevant to Wikipedia’s users and mission.

Consistent with other findings for prediction markets (Jackman, 2015), these judgments appear to largely reflect information already observable in the political information environment. Inclusion of Wikipedia article creation does not significantly improve election prediction over baseline fundamentals models when applied to all races, and only modestly improves predictions of competitive races. Rather, the association appears to reflect Wikipedians’ responses to the political information environment.

Implications for further research

Our findings suggest that Wiki-worthiness reflects the judgments individuals make about the information other members of the community possess and are willing to act on, rather than the
aggregations of their personal intentions. Is this response specific to Wikipedia or present in other socio-technical systems? While the explicit enforcement of a ‘notability standard’ is unique to Wikipedia, the theoretical model that predicts the observed association applies more broadly. It is thus plausible that in any socio-technical system, or sub-community within a system where relevance and information utility play an important role, *worthiness* and expected success will be correlated. It is not clear if or when such dynamics generalize to Twitter, Facebook or other systems, but if these dynamics do infiltrate these environments, they will interfere with purely ‘poll’-like analyses that assume that individuals’ contributions simply reflect their own, personal opinions.

Our analysis does not invalidate the ‘poll’ model, but rather suggests that it should be complemented with analysis from a ‘prediction market’ perspective. In many datasets, multiple processes may operate; such mechanisms from a combination of models should be examined. In particular, a more comprehensive approach in which sentiment is measured after controlling for relevance might improve the performance of more poll-like algorithms.

More theoretically, these findings suggest the possibility of interesting self-reinforcing feedback loops within news media and socio-technical systems. In particular, much as the spiral of silence discourages individuals from articulating views they perceive to be unpopular, thus extending the collective perception of this lack of popularity (Noelle-Neiman, 1974), the perception that candidates (or possibly issues) ‘can’t win’ may discourage collective research about them, leading them to be less well recognized and understood, and thus perceived as less legitimate or viable options. This ‘spiral of mootness’ may subtly act to discourage the productive discussion of political alternatives. Further research might consider whether such spirals are harmful to democratic processes and, if so, how they might be mitigated.

In addition, we find that the wiki-worthiness effect is robust to raw mentions of a candidate in the news media; however, it is not clear if the expectations of relevance are built from news media reports or other sources of information about public opinion. If news media are responsible, it is also not clear if these expectations are conveyed indirectly through framing or directly through the reporting of poll numbers or other explicit statements about candidate prospects. Further research might examine whether expectations of relevance can be ‘induced’ through different framings of campaign news without explicit mentions of such expectations.

**Limitations**

First, as in any study of observational data, inferences regarding causality are tendentious. Researchers should thus consider the implications of the claims in this paper for other Wikipedia datasets, other socio-technical systems, and conventional news media and how they might be tested within them.

Second, the inferences drawn with respect to alternative explanations, particularly with regard to mentions in the news media and campaign spending, are merely suggestive. These measures are only approximations of the source material available for verification on a political candidate. If more precisely measured, differences in the kind of national media coverage, or in the form and extent of local media coverage, might further refine the interpretation of the observed effect.

In addition, as we have argued, one of the benefits of using a theoretical model as a basis for predictions is the ability to use the theory to help identify relevant boundary conditions. In this case, we note that in many political systems, individuals cast votes for parties as a whole, with candidates officially selected only after the election is complete and the party’s seats are allocated. In these cases, our mechanism will have limited applicability, because individuals’ expectations about election outcomes cannot be directed toward particular, individual candidates.
Furthermore, Wikipedia is an evolving socio-technical system. The inferences drawn in this paper are based on the fact that in 2010, Wikipedia allowed its editors and participants to freely choose whether to create articles for challengers in the US and UK elections. Changes or ‘drifts’ in Wikipedia norms or the extent of its use might shift these relationships (Lazer et al., 2014).
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